Get your Check Point products up and running quickly and efficiently, maximizing your return-on-investment. With the Check Point Maestro Jumpstart Program it is easier than ever.

Our Professional Services consultant will provide you with direct assistance to ensure successful security system implementation. The scope of the service is delivered via a six-phase methodology including: planning, design, installation and configuration, production implementation, post-cutover monitoring and documentation.

**SERVICE BENEFITS**
- Shorten implementation time
- Maximize your return on investment
- Minimize error and exposure
- Expert guidance and knowledge transfer
- JumpStart program includes travel expenses

**THE SERVICE**

**Planning and Design**
Prior to deployment, our expert consultant will review the purchase, design and existing infrastructure to ensure the solution can be optimally and securely deployed.

**Installation and Configuration**
After validating the design, a detailed implementation plan will be provided. The installation then checked to ensure the solution deployment according to Check Point Best Practice.

**Implementation**
Our consultant is present during product implementation, ensuring the most timely and efficient configuration according to the plan.

**Monitoring**
Our expert makes sure that the environment works well by monitoring the environment as needed during the post cutover window. If needed, the consultant troubleshoots any problems that may arise.

**Knowledge Transfer**
During the implementation, learn about the new software version abilities and appliance setup, installation, and maintenance to ensure competent usage and support of the product.

**Documentation**
On completion of the Maestro JumpStart the following documentation will be provided:
- Completed Maestro Questionnaire - The Maestro Questionnaire informs the proposed design and develops the basis of the deployment.
- Method of Procedure (MoP) - Detailed installation document.
- Signoff Document - Ensures system at completion is installed to Best Practice.

**OUT OF SCOPE**
- Other Vendor Policy conversions
- Merging gateways
- Existing network/environment redesign

Learn More: to find out more, email us at ps@checkpoint.com.